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During its close approach to Earth, comet CIHyakutake 1996 B2 was observed at
extreme ultraviolet and x-ray wavelengths with the Rontgen X-ray Satellite and Rossi
X-ray Timing Explorer. The emission morphology was symmetric with respect to a vector
from the comet's nucleus toward the sun, but not symmetric around the direction of
motion of the comet with respect to interplanetary dust. A slowly varying emission and
a large impulsive event that varied on time scales of 1 to 2 hours were observed. An
interaction between the comet and the solar windlsolar magnetic field seems to be the
most likely mechanism for the observed emission.

T h e close perigee [minimum geocentric distance 1 = 0.102 AU (astronomical unit)] of
the long-period comet CIHyakutake 1996
B2 at universal time ( U T ) 25.3 March 1996
presented a unique opportunity to search for
unusual and low luminosity phenomena in
the comet. W e searched for emission from
the comet a t wavelengths where cometary
emission was unknown, in the x-ray, using
the Rontgen X-ray Satellite ( R O S A T ) ( 1 )
high-resolution imager (HRI) and wide-field
camera ( W F C ) (Z),and using the Rossi Xray Timing Explorer (XTE) proportional
counter array ( P C A ) (3). Appreciable x-ray
emission from a n object is usually associated
with the presence of a hot plasma, highly
energetic particles, or with material optically
thick enough to scatter x-rays from a nearby
external source. W e were motivated by the
work of Ibadov (4), who predicted that xrays should be generated by high-speed collisions between dust released by the comet
and particles in the interplanetary dust
(IPD) cloud, and by the observation of a
large number of energetic electrons in the
ionosphere of comet PIHallev during the
1986 -flybys (5). Prior to ou; work,' only
comet Bradfield 1979X had been intentionally observed by a n x-ray detector, the Einstein X-ray Observatory imaging proportionC. M. L~sseis n the Astronomy Department, University of
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a1 counter (IPC) ( 6 ) ; n o emission was detected from this comet at a geocentric distance of 0.47 A U , with a 5 0 upper limit to
the x-ray luminosity of 1.1 x 1014 ergs s ' in
the 0.2- to 4.0-keV bandpass (7).
Observations of x-rays i n H y a k u t a k e .
Pre-perihelion, Hyakutake entered t h e
R O S A T observing window (solar elongation from 75' to 105') o n UT 26 March
1996 and left it o n U T 29 March 1996. W e
obtalned 20 ks of time for R O S A T observations of Hyakutake, which took place during
nine intervals between U T 26 to 28 March
1996 (Tahle 1). T h e HRI and W F C detected t h e comet in the .09- to 2.0-keV band
against the instrumental and cosmic backgrounds. No detection of the comet was
made by the P C A o n U T 31 March 1996.
W F C and HRI images (Fig. 1 ) were created by correcting t h e position of each photon for the motion of t h e comet across t h e
field of view ( F O V ) , and t h e n smoothing

,

t h e result using a 9 x 9 pixel gaussian filter
(8).T h e HRI and WFC images
similar pattern. T h e emission is clearly offset sunward in all
, .imkyges but
o n e . [this
.
observation was of short duration and thus
low signal to noise (SIN) (Table I ) ] , with a
symmetry ir~ithrespect t o the sari-comet
line, and a n intensity that is variable o n a
time scale of 1 t o 2 hours. This time scale is
shorter t h a n the 6.2-hour rotation period of
t h e nucleus (,9 ,) and is also shorter t h a n t h e
minimum coma crossing time of -7 hours
(assuming a gas velocity of 0.8 k m s - I ) for
material emitted by t h e nucleus. T h e
viewing geometry was such t h a t t h e suncomet-Earth angle was close t o 90°, so t h a t
foreshortening of t h e comet's tail was n o t
important. Compared t o optical emission
from t h e comet, t h e x-ray a n d extreme
ultraviolet ( E U V ) emissions are offset ton w d t h e sun.
spatial e x t e n t of t h e
flux in t h e H R I a n d W F C images is about
t h e same out of about 50% of t h e peak
brightness in each image, though t h e lowlevel emission in t h e W F C images is m u c h
more extended a n d c a n be traced o u t
to >200,000 km from the nucleus in the
brighter images (Fig. 2 ) . T h e brightness centroid versus time for the x-ray emission is
stable a t 18,000 km sunward of the nucleus and a few thousand km below the suncomet line, while the intensity of the x-ray
flux is variable (Figs. 3 and 4 ) .
Light curves were produced from t h e
HRI and W F C observations by counting all
photons within a n aperture of a 120,000-km
radius [the aperture defined by t h e spatial
extent of our HRI observation o n UT 28.42
March (Fig. 4)]. T h e light curves show a n
impulsive cometary x-ray emission with up
to 13 counts s-' and a variability o n 1- to
2-hour time scales superimposed o n a slowly
varying level of emission a t -4 counts s-'.
T h e W F C light curve is similar to t h e HRI,
although t h e W F C emission appears softer
during t h e UT 27 March outburst, suggest-

he

-

Table 1. Observational geometw, exposure time, and observed counts.

Observation
time*

r
(AU)

A
(AU)

Exposure
t ~ m e(s)

(Count/s)$
HRI

WFC

*Observation time for UT March 1996 In hours.
toutburst.
$Count rates scaled for distance varlatlons by
I-'. March 31 2 8 : PCA observation, count rate was y10.5 countsls (2 to 10 keV, 3 u upper lim~t). March 26 71 :
H g h HRI noise. March 26.89, 28 43: Short exposure times, low SIN
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ing that two different emission mechanisms
may produce the slowly varying and impulsive emission. Assuming an average photon
energy of 0.25 keV in the HRI bandpass,
the total luminosity L,of the slowly varying
emission is 4 x 1015 ergs s-', about 6000
times the luminosity of the moon as measured by ROSAT (10).
The PCA scanned across Hyakutake on
UT 31.28 March 1996. Three of the five
on-board detectors recorded the energy and
time of each detected x-ray photon. No
evidence for x-ray emission from the comet
was seen, but upper limits were found for the
high-energy tail of the x-ray emission (I I ,
12). A crude "spectrum" created by combining the HRI, WFC, and PCA photon count
rates for the slowly varying emission from
Hyakutake (Fig. 5 ) is consistent with thermal bremsstrahlung models with kT = 0.2
to 0.7 keV or with power-law models with
dN/dE -EPr, where I' = 2.2 to 2.5. An
HRI flux due solely to fluorescent line
emission does not fit the data (1 3).
Possible mechanisms for the cometary
x-rays. One possible mechanism for the observed radiation is fluorescent scattering of
solar x-rays by material in the comet's coma.
This mechanism has been shown to be active on the moon (10) and would produce
soft x-rays, consistent with the PCA upper
limits. Assuming that the comet has a composition similar to the sun for atomic number Z > 2, then the bulk of the scattering

I

should be produced by carbon atoms at an
energy of 0.28 keV or oxygen atoms at an
energy of 0.53 keV. The maximum emission
seen in the HRI and WFC images is not at
the nucleus, where the column density of
carbon and oxygen is highest, but is displaced sunward. One possible explanation
for the observed morphology is that we are
observing an optically thick shell of material
around the nucleus illuminated from the direction of the sun. The shell must be moving
at a velocity of less than 0.02 km s-' with
respect to the nucleus in order to explain the
lack of movement of the brightness centroid
seen in the images, implying that thematerial was emitted more than 10 days before

the observation period. The rapid variability
seen on UT 27 March 1996 would be due
not to changes in the density of material
flowing sunward from the nucleus, but to
rapid changes in the solar x-ray flux.
There are serious problems with this model. The mass of material required to reach an
optical depth T = 1 in a shell of material with
radius of 18,000 km is -1 X 1015g [assuming
a photo-ionization cross section of 1 x 10-l8
cm2 per atom (14)]. Assuming a conservative
density of 0.5 g cm-3 for the comet's nucleus,
the total mass of the comet is 2 x 1015:r
where r, is the radius of the comet's nucleus in
kilometers. The mass of material typically
shed by comets throughout an apparition is
Fig. 2. Overlay of the UT 27.8

March 1996 HRI contours
(green)and WFC contours (yellow) on a visible light image of
the comet taken on UT 27.8
March 1996. The coordinate
system is the same as in Fig. 1.
The contour levels are 35, 50,
65, 80, and 95% of the peak
HRI emission, and 10, 20, and
30% of the peak WFC flux.

--

UT 26.52 March 1996

Fig. 1. Time series of (A) HRI 0.1 to 2.0 keVx-ray and (B)WFC .09 to 0.2 keV
EUV images of Hyakutake on UT 26 to 28 March 1996 (Table 1).The images
are in a reference frame moving with the comet's apparent sky position. The
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projected directib, dward the sun and the orbital velocity of the comet are
shown by arrows. The emission intensity has been autoscaled to the maximum level in each image to produce the highest contrast.
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<<I% of the total cometary mass, implying
that r,, must be >7 km to have at most 1% of
its emitted mass in an optically thick shell.
However, the observations of Hyakutake in
the infrared and the radio wavelengths
rn
(15,16) suggest that the nucleus has a radius
of 1 to 3 km. Further, although it is remotely
possible that some sort of explosive event sent
a large fraction of the comet's mass sunward, it
is improbable that such a n event would be so
symmetrically placed around the sun-comet
line. N o optically thick shell 1s seen in Hubble
Space Telescope (HST) images of the comet
(1 7), nor do the production rates of water,
CS, N H , or dust show any evidence of such an
event ( 9 , 18). Comparison of our HRI and
WFC light curves with the solar x-ray flux
measured by the Geostationary Obserrational
Environmental Satellite-8 (GOES-8) satelsolar xlite 119) shows no correlation-the
ray flux is relatively low during the cometary
x-rav outburst o n U T 27 March 1996. Finally.
the hulk of the observed x-rays should he In
the carbon and oxvpen
llnes, w h ~ l ethe ob,
served spectrum is consistent with continuum-dominated emission (Fig. 5).
A related mechanism, scattering of solar x-rays by attogram-size dust, has similar
nrohlems. Whereas t h e amount of mass
required for this mechanism depends inversely o n t h e Rayleigh scattering efficiency, which can he quite high, t h e expected morphology for the emission
should he similar t o that of dust particles
in the coma and tail of t h e comet. T h e
spectrum of t h e observed emission is similar t o the solar continuum and should
track t h e temporal behavior of t h e solar
x-ray flux, unlike our observations.
A second possible mechanism is that
high relative velocity impacts between cometary and the IPD create a soft x-ray-emitting plasma ( 4 ) . Dust-dust collisions should
produce a n emission morphology symmetric
<

-

about the velocity of the IPD particles with
respect to the comet. Assuming that the
hulk of the dust particles are moving at
velocities similar to Earth's (that is, with
small inclination to the ecliptic versus Hyxkutake's large inclination of 124.9e), the
velocity direction subtends a n angle of -25"
with respect to the sun-comet direction.
Since the maximum emission seen in the
HRI images is not at the nucleus, but is
displaced sunward from the maximum dust
density in the comet, the cometary dust
must be optically thick with respect to scattering from the IPD at 18,000 km. However,
Ibadov ( 4 ) estimates that the region of the
comet that is opaque to scattering by the
IPD has a radius <I00 km. Because the
observed emission is stationary with respect
to the nucleus, the rapid variability seen o n
U T 27 March 1996 must be due to changes
in the density of the IPD o n length scales
of -50 km s-'
1 hour = 180.000 km: the
spatial structure of the IPD is poorly understood. Although the dust-dust mechanism
produces a soft x-ray continuum similar to
our ohserl.ations, the predicted luminosity of
7 X l o L 4 ergs s-' is smaller than the
4 x 10" ergs s P L observed in the sloarlv
varying emission. Another simple test of this
mechanism was performed when we reacquired the cornet post-perihelion, o n U T 22
to 23 June 1996. After perihelion, the orbita1 velocity of the comet shifts -18O0 with
respect to the sun-comet direction, and the
offset of emission from the nucleus should
also shift by -180" if dust-dust collisions are
the nroduction mechanism. No shift was
observed In the obaerved x-rav emlsslon In
Tune 1996.
A third possible mechanism is that the
x-ray e~nissionis derived from energy depo-

"

,

sition by solar wind particles. In this model,
the sunward position of the x-ray emission is
due to the concentration of hot electrons
between the cornet's hom;shock and contact
surface (the boundary between the neutral
coma and lonosphere). T h e position of the
bowshock and contact surface in Hyakutake
can be inferred from the PiHallev encounters, scaling the distances by the ratio of the
production rates of gas in Hyakutake versus
P/Halley (20). This ratio is -5 and is accurate to within a factor of 2 (18). Using this
method, Hyakutake's contact surface should
be at 1000 km from the nucleus, the bowshock at
100,000 km (5, 21 ), and the
x-ray emission should he located between
the two (Fig. 2). T h e slight offset of the
emission centroid below the sun-comet line
bv 5" may be due to the aberration of the
sdlar winh by the cornet's orbital velocity,
about a 3" effect in the same direction. T h e
rapid variability observed o n U T 27 March
1996 may be e x ~ l a i n e das ~ x r i a t i o n sin the
solar wind density; similar variations were
seen in UV emission from the Ionosphere of
P/Halley (22). A large enhancement in the
solar x-ray flux was observed by GOES 8 o n
U T 22 to 23 March 1996 123):
,
, , the arrival
time for any particles associated with the
outburst and moving at the 300 t o 500 km
s ' velocity of the solar wind is 3.5 to 5.8
days later. Soft continuum x-ravs would
do;ninate the bremsstrahlung emission generated from the - l o 6 K ssijlar wind ions,
consistent with the PCA upper limits and
continuum dominated emission seen in the
HRI and W F C observations.
A related emissicjn mechanism is disruption of the current flow in the cometarv
magnetosphere by sector boundary crossings
or solar flares T h e emlaalon should be concentrated hetareen the bowshock and isijnosphere boundary, and h.1\.e a maximum near
the "magnetic pileup region", --30,000 to
40,000 km sunward for Hyakutake (Fig. 2).
Hudson et a[. ( 6 ) have argued that the total
magnetic energy stored in a comet is -4 x

-
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Fig. 3. Proflies of the UT 27.8 March 1996 HRI
and WFC Images of the comet. The proflles have
been offset vertically for presentaton purposes.
Solid curves. HRI x-ray profiles. Dotted curves:
WFC EUV profiles. The proflies at -45" (not
shown) are similar to the +45" proflie, demonstratng the symmetry of the emssion about the
nucleus.

T ~ m e(UT)

Fig. 4. Brghtness centrods of the x-ray emsson
wlth respect to the nucleus versus t m e for the
nne ROSAT observat~ons(A) The +x dlrectlon IS
toward the sun, and the (B) +y dlrectlon IS above
the sun-comet Ine The centrods of the two short
exposures (not shown) are skewed due to systematc effects
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Fig. 5. X-ray and EUV cometary Ight curves for
Hyakutake taken on UT 26 to 28 March 1996 All
error bars are k 2 - D s HRI 0 1 to 2 0 keV Ight
curve (open damonds) WFC 09 to 20 keV Ight
curve (open clrcles) scaled by a factor of 32

10" L' ergs, which can be disrupted o n time ting region. For the observed luminosity
scales of -1000 s, for a total power outpi~tof of
4 x 10'' erg s - ' , and a spherical
-4 x 10'" (L ergs s-', where L is the plas~na enlission region with radius of 60,000 km,
tail length in 10" kin). T h e nlicrophysics of N e N ,
4 x 10%1n-" (5,22). Current
energy trallsfer and current disruption are, models of ion density derived from t h e
however, unclear. Assuming L = 18 X 10 P/Halley encounters suggest ion and eleckin (50' apparent length o n the sky) and a tron temperatures in this range, but have
conversion efficiency into l~remsstrahl~~ngelectron densities N e
10 - 100 cm-' and
x-rays of -2 x lo-.', we can account for the target densities N ,
10' - 104 cm-' at
observed slowly varying emission. A higher distances scaleii to the maximum of emission
conversion efficiency or power is necessary seen at Hyakutake. There is, however,
to explain the rapidly varying e~nissionof enough uncertainty in our current underU T 27 March 1996. However, nu large solar standing of the cornplex interaction between
magnetic field changes or disconnection colnetary ionospheres and the solar wind/
events in the tail of Hyakutake were ob- magnetic field that regions of locally enserved U T 26 to 28 March 1996. Also, while hanced electron energy and density d ~ to
~ e
we can expect large amounts of radio emis- shock heating, Ferlni acceleration, and magsion from large-scale dlsr~lptionsof the corn- netic field reconnection may exist (27, 28).
et's lllagnetosphei-e (24), Fernandez et ill.
Other comets. Proinpted by our discov(25) and Minter and Langston (26) have ery of x-ray emission frol~lHyakutake, Denreported no iietection of the comet to the nerl e t nl. (29) have searched the archive
few hundred millijansky ( 1 Jy = LOp2" W of the R O S A T x-ray all-sky survey, con1
m H z ' ) level at 8.35 and 14.35 GHz on ducted in 1990-91 with the Position SenU T 26 to 27 March 1996.
sitive Proportional Counter (PSPC) instruT h e major difficulty with the solar wind/ ment (,1 ,). This search has resulted in the
magnetic field einission models is the lack discovery of x-ray einission from comets
of a plausible detailed emission mechanism.
C/Tsuchiya-Kiuchi
1990XVI1, C/Levy
If one assumes thermal hremsstrahlung as 1990XX, C/Arai l990XXVI and 45P/
the mechanism, then for T
10i - 10" K, Hc~nda-Mrkos-Padjusakc3va 1990, including
L,
1 x lo-" N,N,V, arhere N e is the all three of the brightest comets observed in
hot ele'ctron density, N , the target ion the R O S A T all-sky survey. T h e PSPC specdensity, and V is the volume of the emit- trum of these comets is consistent with
therlual bremsstrahlung emission with kT
-0.4 keV, and pure line emission due to
rT,---r-T,-~7----7-oxygen or carbon fluorescence is ruled out,
I
PCA 2-1 0 k
e
n
consistent with O L I ~r e s ~ l t sfor Hyakutake.
T h e observation of x-ray emission from
three more colnets along with the persistent
iletection of emission from Hyakutake postperihelion supports our argument that comets are a class of x-ray luminous objects.

3 The XTE PCA conslsts of fve non-~magng
mult~w~re
propo~tonalcounters and has an effectve area of
about 6500 cm"W
Zhang et a/., In Proc. SPIE
2006, 324 (1993)l. The PCA detects x-rays in the 2to 60-keV band w ~ t han FOV dameter of about 2".
Background confuso~inose dominates the observatlons in the PCA.
4. S. Ibadov, lcarus 86, 283 (1990).
5. H. Reme. et al. . Astrofi. Astroohvs. 187. 33 (19871.
6. H. S. Hudson. W-H lp, D. A. ~ e n d l splanet:
,
Space
Sci. 29, 1373 (1981).
7 Whatever mechan~smIS respons~blefor the emlsslon
of x-rays fro111comets, t must be h~ghlyvar~able
among comets or over t~me,slnce the E~nstenIPC
5-17 upper Ihm~ton the 0 2 to 4.0 keV emlsslon from
C1Bradfleld (5) 1s a factor of 70 below our lowest
measured fl~rxfor Hyakutake in March 1996. after
correctng for d~stanceeffects The non-detecton of
C/BradfieId cannot be explained by large secular
changes In solar x-ray flux, slnce the sun was near
the maxlmum of the solar cycle and ~ t x-ray
s
emlsslon
In 1980. and near the mlnlmum In 1996.
8. Correct~onsfor var~ationsIn exposure over the comet
mages were made by model~ngthe comet's moton
across the detector FOV. Background maps were
created using the well-character~zed spacecraft
models of Snowden and West (3).Comparison of the
model background to the average total background
measired over many orb~tsgave good agreement.
The uncerta~ntesIn the Ight curve are domnated by
an -5% uncertanty In the absolute value of the Instrumental backgrounds.
9. D. Schiecher et a / , lAU Circular 6372 (1996).
10 J. H. M. M. Schmtt et al. , Natiire 349, 583 (1991).
11. The flux In the 2 to 10 keV band was est~matedby
averagng the count rate [ I 6.75 counts per second
(cps)] dur~ngthe 16-s when the PCA opt~calaxis was
closest to the comet's poston, subtracting the average rate dur~ngthe rest of the maneuver (16.01
cps), and dlvdng by the mean collimator eff~c~ency
(0.663) durlng the obsewat~on.We have assumed
that the emlsslon from the comet had the same
physcal slze as dur~ngthe ROSAT obsewat~on
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Fig. 6. Photon count rates of the slowly varylng

emlsson of Hyakutake from the HRI, WFC, and
PCA observatons. The 90% energy wdths of the
instrumental passbands are given by the horzontal error bars. The average photon energy In each
passband has been calculated uslng a photon
ndex r = 2.5 power law. The HRI and WFC observat~onshave 10S'o ( 2 ~error
) bars due to background subtracton uncertaint~es.The arrows at 2
to 10 keV are 3-0 upper Ilm~tsfrom the PCA measurement of UT 31.3 March 1996, scaled to a
geocentr~c d~stance of 0.127 AU. Thermal
bremsstrahlung f~tsto the data w~thplasma temperature kT = 0.2 (open tr~angles),0.4 (crosses),
and 0.7 keV (open d~amonds).Power-law f~tsto
the data with photon ndex 1' = 2.2 (open circles)
and 2.5 (X's). Al models have been scaled to a
rate of 4 HRI counts/s.
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An a p T Cell Receptor Structure
at 2.5 A and Its Orientation in
the TCR-MHC Complex
M. Christopher Garcia, Massimo Degano, Robyn L. Stanfield,
Anders Brunmark, Michael R. Jackson, Per A. Peterson,
Luc Teyton, Ian A. Wilson*
The central event in the cellular immune response to invading microorganisms is the
specific recognition of foreign peptides bound to major histocompatibility complex
(MHC) molecules by the ctp T cell receptor (TCR). The x-ray structure of the complete
extracellular fragment of a glycosylated oip TCR was determined at 2.5 angstroms, and
its orientation bound to a class I MHC-peptide (pMHC) complex was elucidated from
crystals of the TCR-pMHC complex. The TCR resembles an antibody in the variable Voi
and Vp domains but deviates in the constant Coi domain and in the interdomain pairing
of Coi with Cp. Four of seven possible asparagine-linked glycosylation sites have ordered
carbohydrate moieties, one of which lies in the Ca-Cp interface. The TCR combining site
is relatively flat except for a deep hydrophobic cavity between the hypervariable CDR3s
(complementarity-determining regions) of the a and p chains. The 2C TCR covers the class
I MHC H-2Kb binding groove so that the Va CDRs 1 and 2 are positioned over the
amino-terminal region of the bound dEV8 peptide, the Vp chain CDRs 1 and 2 are over
the carboxyl-terminal region of the peptide, and theVa and Vp CDR3s straddle the peptide
between the helices around the central position of the peptide.

T

lymphocytes respond to a wide variety of
foreign antigens that are presented as peptides in the context of major histocompatibility molecules ( M H C ) (1 ). Specific recognition of peptide-MHC (pMHC) complexes
is accomplished by a membrane-bound, multicomponent, cell surface glycoprotein
termed the T cell receptor (TCR). The
T C R complex consists of highly diverse,
clonotypic ctp or yS heterodimers and the y,
6, E , and i: chains of the invariant accessory
protein CD3 (2). T h e ct and P chains participate in the interaction with the pMHC
complex, whereas the CD3 chains particiK. C Garcla, M. Degano, R. L. Stanfield, and I. A.
Idi~lsonare at the Department of Molecular Bology and
the Skaggs lnsttute of C h e i n c a Bology, Scrpps Research institute, 10550 N. Torrey Pnes Road, La Jola,
CA 92037, USA. A. Brunmark, M. R. Jackson, P. A.
Peterson, and L. Teyton are at the R. W. Johnson
Pharmaceutcal Research lnst~tute-LaJolla, 3535 Genera Atoinc Court San Dlego, CA 921 21, USA,
^To whom all correspondence should be addressed. E
mall. wison@scr~pps.edu

pate in signal transduction. T h e genes encoding the T C R resemble immunoglobulin
(Ig) genes not only in sequence, but in their
assembly by somatic rearrangement of
linked variable ( V ) , diversity ( D ) , joining
( I ) , and constant ( C ) gene segments during
lymphocyte development ( 3 , 4). T h e formation of f~lnctionala chain polypeptide
requires the ill-frame rearrangement of a
\I-region gene segment to a J-region gene
segment, whereas functional 13 chain
polypepticle is formed by two successive rearrallgernellts of \/-, D-, an11 J-region gene
ele~llents(5). T h e rearranged V-J and \ID-J regions are then attached to their res ~ e c t i v eC repions to assemble the mature a
and p chain gel12 products. A vast number
of potential protein sequences can result
from these recombinatiolls ( 4 ) , as with Igs.
Although not as striking as in Igs, four
repions of hvnervariahle
amino acid se,
iluence are found o n both the a an11 P
chains, three of which are analogous to the

-

-
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antibody complementarity-determining regions (CDRs) (6),which serve as the primary contact points between antibody an11
antigen (7). Both CDRs 1 and 2 are encoded within the \I genes; CDR3 occurs at the
\I-J junction in the a chain anc1 at the
\I-D-J junction in the p chain (4).
T h e high degree of sequence identity
between various V and C elements of TCRs
and Igs (30 to 70 percent) suggested that
T C R domains are folded into @-sheetsandwich structures (8, 9 ) , resembling Ig domains ( l o ) , that wo~lldpair in a manner
similar to the heavy ( H ) and light (L)
chains of antibodies. However, the recognition requirements of a T C R are more restricted than that of an antibody. Antibodies can bind ligands of extensive chemical
and s t r ~ ~ c t ~ ldiversity,
ral
as reflected in the
different shapes of antibody combining
sites, from flat surfaces to deep grooves (7).
T h e f~lnctionof the T C R is to discriminate
among different peptide antigens embedded
in the largely flat, undulating surfaces of
M H C molecules, whose dinlensions and
shape are relatively constant. Therefore, a
more conserved binding site topology
among different TCRs could be expected.
Limited sequence diversity of the CDRs 1
a1111 2 suggested that most of the peptide
specificity of the T C R ~ r o u l d reside in
CDR3, which is the most variable because
of the junctional diversity of the V(D)J
recombination (4). Site-directed mutagenesis studies confirmed that substitutions in
CDR3 can either alter antigen specificity or
abolish the response (1 1 ). Various models
have been proposed for T C R recognition of
pMHC in which the CDR3s of Vct and VP
contact the peptide, whereas CDRs 1 and 2
interact primarily with the M H C a helices
( 4 , 12, 13) or the ends of the peptide (14).
T h e x-ray structures of a n individual
T C R P chain from a T cell clone termed
14.3.13 (15) a1111 a n isolated V a fragment
from a T cell clone termed 1934.4 (16)
have confirmed that the T C R does indeed
contain Ig-like domains. T h e \/a and VP
iiomains resemble a v-type Ig fold (17),
whereas Cp more distantly rese~nblesa ctype Ig fold (1 7). T h e lllonorneric P chain
was proposed to be rather rigid because of
extensive contacts between V p and Cp,
and a large protruding loop fro111 CP that
might limit "elbow" motion between \I@
anc1 Cp domains (15 ) . Both CDRs 1 and 2
appear to be conformationally restricted by
ma~n-chain interactions with frameLrork
residues but, in the absence of the buttressing effect of their respective a a1111 p chains,
the CDR3s fold away from the domain surface toward the solvent.
T h e absence of a T C R a p heterodimer
crystal structure until now has been due to
difficulties in producing large quantities of

